Albert The Cat

This cat is on fire. #pompousalbert Hello my friends, how are you all? Yes, I'm sincerely asking WTH is she doing
here on my day off? Happy Caturday.k Followers, Following, Posts - See Instagram photos and videos from Munchkin
cat (@albertbabycat).6 Apr - 1 min - Uploaded by Inside Edition Pompous Albert is giving Grumpy Cat a run for his
money with his permanent scowl and snarky."Bitchy resting face" is a totally serious condition in which an individual's
resting, unemotional face naturally looks like it's angry. Albert the cat suffers.Move aside, Grumpy Cat, there is a new
sassy cat ruling the web. Meet Pompous Albert, a year-old Selkirk Rex with a striking coat and an.1 Jul - 2 min This
Instagram-famous cat, Pompous Albert, is here to stare into your soul and judge you.Their unique coats and pleasant
personality make the cats attractive as both pets and show cats. Pompous Albert is a Selkirk Rex cat with an.This cat
was born with a look that is both intimidating and a bit judgemental - yet, beneath it all, Pompous Albert is a nice guy.
Seriously.Move over Grumpy Cat! Frowning feline Pompous Albert becomes latest Instagram star thanks to his
permanent scowl and uncanny.My parents own an internet famous cat named Pompous Albert. With more than ,
followers on Instagram, appearances on People.Having 'bitchy resting face' is an unfortunate affliction. Not least when
you're a cat . Take Albert, here. Whose owners clearly think he suffers not.Honda is trying to capture internet magic in a
bottle by featuring cat sensation Pompous Albert in a new commercial promoting Honda service.28 May Yess. I've been
kinda sad because I've been a fan for 3 years so it's different so I watch his.Remember when Al Gore claimed to have
invented the internet? New theory: Cats invented the internet, didn't want us to know, and paid him a.Pompous Albert's
owners share on his Instagram page photos of the cat in various situations, all with one thing in common, his
permanently unimpressed.
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